Summer Jelly Roll Quilt

Requirements

! x Jelly roll 24 strips x 56” wide
½ mtr of contrast fabric for borders

1. Take your strips and join them together in three’s, along the long edge. This will give you a strip of
fabric 6 ½” x 56”. The fabric that is in the middle of the three will be the most prominent in the
design.
2. Press each three section.
3. Take a 12” square and place a piece of tape on the diagonal at the 9” mark ( as shown in the
photograph) If you are in doubt the edge if the tape will be on the edge of the fabric strip and the
point will be at the opposite edge ( as per the photograph)

4. Cut along the edge of the square. This will give you a triangle made from three colours.
5. Turn the rule over and cut a second the opposite way up, and then cut another two.

6. Keep all of the pieces you fabric left from your cutting until later, do not throw anything away.

7. Each strip will give you one complete square and you need nine to make the quilt. So you will get
one square (which I put in the centre of the quilt) made up of two colour ways.

This is the block made from the fabric used in the photos above. As you join the four triangle try not
to stretch the seams as you join as these are bias edges.

This is the odd block

8. Once you have your nine blocks made, lay them out in a pleasing way, and add 2” cut sashing
strips between the blocks and between the rows.
9. Take the remaining fabric and cut into 6 ½” squares. Place two squares right sides together, draw
a diagonal line across one and stitch ¼” either side of this line. Cut apart on the line and press. This
will give you two squares.

10. Make up 26 of these. Trim these to measure 5 ¾” x 5 ¾”
11. From the remaining fabric make up four “odd” looking squares for the corners. This way you are
using the whole Jelly Roll in a very economical way.

12. Add these squares around the quilt as a border. See full picture for plan. It does not matter
where you position your blocks they do not have to be in the same position as mine.

If you would like the quilt long arm quilted with butterflies like ours the cost would be £50.00 plus
backing and wadding, we will post back via signed package through Hermes. Give Mark a call to book
in 07753236978.

Hope you enjoy.
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